
Faith and reason are in a fight 
and faith is losing.

Chicago, IL, September 30, 2012  — Only fifteen percent of  young Catholics attend church 
regularly. If  ex-Catholics were a religious denomination, they would be the third-largest in the U.S. 
The young, the quizzical, the semi-faithful, the somewhat churched, the unchurched, the agnostic and 
the fallen away no longer look to faith for credible insight into how they should live their lives. Why is 
there such massive indifference to faith? And why, for those who continue to participate, is there such 
fragmentation of  identity, with splits across the progressive/conservative divide and splits across time, 
between the pre-Vatican II Church and the post-Vatican II Church?

In her illustrated personal essay, author Jeanne Follman explores why faith is in such trouble today 
as she tells the story, and the backstory, of  the fifty years since Vatican II, and challenges us to reclaim 
the experience of  the sacred and modernize Church governance. 

Follman argues three things: First, that the whole Catholic tradition needs to be excavated, 
rethought, and recreated, thoroughly and entirely, top to bottom, to create a new understanding that 
both makes sense in the modern world and fully celebrates the mysteries and traditions inherent in 
being Catholic. Second, Church governance needs to be reformed by the faithful, through the exercise 
of  their knowledge, their voices and their pocketbooks. Third, Catholics should look to the thought 
of  St. Thomas Aquinas (primer included) for a way to make faith and reason play better together. His 
belief  that the world is a holy place, that faith and reason are coherent, and that the truth can be found 
through free and open debate can be the touchstones Catholics use as they state anew the truths of  
their tradition and create governance structures that make sense in the modern world.

Jeanne M. Follman is a baby boomer Roman Catholic raised in the 1950s in a Catholic parish on 
the South Side of  Chicago. When she grew up, faith shaped the map of  the world: the natural, the 
supernatural, the angels, the saints, sin, grace, heaven and hell. When her children grew up, the basic 
nature of  reality was shaped by reason and evidence. This had an enormous impact on the way in which 
faith was experienced, undercutting the religious authority through which faith had been legitimized for 
two thousand years—and that was just the beginning. Her experience as a parent, software developer, 
corporate planner, technology writer, trainer, and fan of  the thought of  St. Thomas Aquinas has 
shaped her understanding of  the jolt faith got when the Enlightenment hit the neighborhoods, and 
what Catholics might do about it.
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